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MUET Writing /4 Question 2 sample answers for word academic essay. Below are 4 samples of good essays Band 4 or
5 Band 6.

For instance,university with advanced laboratories is beneficial to students as they can learn science better by
being explored to the real situation while conducting experiments. My reason for this is because petroleum
and transportation are strongly related to each other. Take for instance, we should use our own car a lot less
and start walking, biking and using public transportations more. Even as a graduated teacher, she can earn
minimum RM a month compared to RM minimum wages. For example, we may plan a weekly shopping trip
instead of going four or five times per week. We can change and save our future even with the smallest gesture
will have a snowball effect. A: I see. A: Yes, I do agree but allow me to share my point. Another I am pact of
photography on from generation to generation by means of coordinating financial measures of performance,
goals, or targets that it would start at shirdi airport from st century skills. Moreover, if it is an office hour job,
she can also do online business, baking and selling, catering and many more. Join us on Facebook. In short,
there are many short term to long term effects of a fuel price increase which includes more crimes like
hoarding and smuggling will occur and this leads to the widening of the gap between the rich and the poor as
well as a change in the society's demographics. First and foremost, by studying part time, she can search for a
part time job to earn some money. How will this affect the society? Furthermore, the rich people will still be
able to afford such things but the poor will face greater challenges as the popular saying goes: "The rich get
richer, and the poor get poorer. Therefore, to have more or sufficient oxygen, the number of humans and
animals should never overpopulate the amount of plants and trees. So,students have to work harder to get a
good result. Hence, we must reduce the usage of paper. D: I do not quite agree with you because by doing so,
she will graduate later than she is supposed to. Add the two together you may get a low or mid band 4. S and
x. To add to this point, I think that we are able to make changes if we replace those plastic bags with paper
bags or reusable shopping bags. For example, if we are paralysed, lost our sight, hearing or ability to speak or
even a simple case of a fever or allergic reactions, then the quality of our life is greatly reduced and no amount
of friendship can make us healthy again.


